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U-TECK’s line of dielectrically safe fiberglass umbrellas provides a variety of options for
protection from the elements, rain or shine.
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• High-visibility, heavy duty yellow umbrella with
top air vents
• Fiberglass extension pole and skeleton
• Comes complete with adjustable tripod
• Offered with straight pole or with our exclusive
Sturdy-Tilt locking hinge

Our exclusive Sturdy-Tilt option with locking hinge
allows the user to adjust the angle of cover for
shade from damaging ultraviolet rays or from
driving rain. We’ve also moved the tilt higher up
the pole, to off-set the weight, making the
umbrella more sturdy

The optional window in the covering of the
umbrella incorporates a piece of transparent
plastic, which allows the worker to see obstacles
or hazards that may be above the umbrella.

Each umbrella is constructed of materials that make it durable enough for use in high winds or
harsh weather yet light enough to be used on mowers, tractors, etc.

For safety, our umbrellas have a hardened fiberglass composite extension pole so that no
metal-to-metal contact can be made. The Dielectric Umbrella comes standard with an
adjustable tripod stand with three anchor stakes. Carrying bags for handling or storage are
also available.

159 Rock Hill Rd, Fayetteville,
North Carolina 28312
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Features:Features:Features:

Product:

Non-tilt Umbrella W/ Window

Non-tilt Solid Umbrella

Tilt Umbrella W/ Window

Tilt Solid Umbrella

Product #:

73075CY

73075Y

73075CYT

73075YT

Description:

  7 1/2 ft. wide W/ Fixed fiberglass pole. adj. stand W/
3 anchor stakes & 18 in. clear window  
 7 1/2 ft. wide W/ Fixed fiberglass pole, adj. stand W/ 3
anchor stakes & solid cover  
7 1/2 ft. wide W/ tilt fiberglass pole, adj. stand W/ 3
anchor stakes & 18 in. clear window  
  7 1/2 ft. wide W/ tilt fiberglass composite pole, adj.
stand W/ 3 anchor stakes & solid cover  


